Are you interested in
selling online your goods
worldwide?

Here’s your solution:

Or searching for suppliers
from foreign markets?
the new innovative B2B marketplace

Display your goods in
our international B2B
platform, surfing among
international catalogues,
imported or locally
available products and
items on sale.
As a company, depending on your goals, you can register
as a Seller, a Buyer or a Distributor, all at the same time.
Use this great opportunity to subscribe with more accounts:
sell your products, look for suppliers and use TradeToWorld
as your marketplace to resell your imported goods to other
Buyers. All in one platform.
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Reasons to join

A unique marketplace
Free
The platform is completely open with available listed products. Through
free registration, advanced filters and additional sales are visible.
Free, forever.
If you’re a Seller, you join for free, as well. Through the STARTER
package, you have powerful features boosting your international sales
with no costs involved. You can always upgrade your subscription if you
need more services.

Safe Trade
TradeToWorld is a safe market where you can comfortably manage
negotiations with foreign and domestic Partners, thanks to their
certified complete identity, posted reviews, transaction deposits,
product inspections, and many other supporting features.
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Product Variety
Platform trading wide product portfolios: not only catalogues of ready
products, but raw and semi-finished materials, components, spare parts,
items on demand and leftovers.
From digitally sellable items to complex and technology products through
the help of specialized sales managers.

Design Presentations
Stylish company backgrounds, clear Sellers value propositions, design
brand portfolios, through attractive product listings, landing pages and
digital presentations for the Parties.

Trade Support
TradeToWorld makes the sales process an easy step. Companies trading
internationally for the first time find all resources to assess Partner’s
value proposition, and to manage all necessary tasks through a guided
process, thanks to an eco-system of partners specialized in trade services
(such as logistics, import, financial instruments, etc.).
Moreover, Sellers find a complete trade map providing market
information orienting their export, and Buyers advanced search filters
expediting their search and assessment phase, with the possibility to
mark products as favourites, follow brands and be notified of new arrivals
or bargains.
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Green Credo
Green and Sustainable are not
only “trendy words”, but inner
in the marketplace philosophy.
TradeToWord is most probably
the first B2B platform enhancing
the sustainable profile of
registered companies, with
distinctive features such as
“green filters” available in Buyers’
search, sustainable ratings, and
rewards in terms of visibility and
privileged access to services for
clients excelling in this field.

Distribution Network
The marketplace provides physical hubs where
Sellers can export and stock their products,
enabling a direct sale and distribution in
foreign countries and domestic market. Buyers
have therefore the unique opportunity to
search and conveniently purchase goods in
local currency and at small lots, from possible
nearby warehouses and distribution centers.
Moreover, Buyers have always the possibility
to become Distributors re-selling their goods
in the platform upon their updated sales
terms and new stock locations joining the
TradeToWorld physical network.

Automated Trade
The platform technology is studied and
constantly implemented to build an
automized array of tools and services
making the Trade journey easier, faster
and more efficient.
Thanks to the technology integration of
TradeToWorld coding with external IT
systems of specialized Partners and the
progressive use of Artificial Intelligence
and Internet of Things solutions, Sellers
and Buyers have a full set of efficient
and real-time services along all the
international supply chain.
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TradeToWorld Value
Added Trade Experience
Prom ot i n g e f f i cie n t e th ical glo bal tra de
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Self Trade
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Manage directly your trade without
intermediaries. At zero costs.

World at Hand
As global digital marketplace,
the world trade is at your door,
narrowing distances and cultural
barriers in a safe business
environment.
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There are so many compelling
additional services for our paid
subscribers, you will be tempted
to upgrade your plan to our valueadded packages.

If you need assistance in your trade
project, feel free to ask specialized
services to the platform trade
partners.
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If You Want More..
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Endless Opportunities
The marketplace is open to a vast
array of products, either by their
production (raw materials, semifinished products and components,
end products) or sales (catalogues,
promotions, leftovers) stage.

Concentrate On Sales
The platform provides stateof-the-art automated services
freeing your time from most of
the trade operations. So that you
can focus your resources into
the establishment of new fruitful
commercial relationships.
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For a Better Future
TradeToWorld enhances a better
trade, saving resources, optimizing
assets, moving added value
products and promoting sustainable
products above all.

With TradeToWorld sales managers
ready to assist the most challenging
sales campaign in the field.
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TradeToWorld, a marvelous place

PRE-REGISTER TODAY! It’s Free.
www.tradeto.world/preregister
If you have any question, please write to us at sales@tradeto.world or chat with one
of our Sales Managers from our website channel.

Join the World Trade market giving your
business unlimited growth opportunities.
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